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Details of Visit:

Author: Latestarter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Feb 2014 2:30
Duration of Visit: 40 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Debbies Massage
Website: http://www.debbiesmassage.net
Phone: 02086760043

The Premises:

Close to Anerley station, on bus routes and with parking nearby. Safe basement flat with front and
discrete rear entrance. Clean and updated, with two service rooms. The original room now has red
furnishings, a wrought iron bedstead (mind your toes!), video and the same great mirror wall. The
original lounge is now equipped with the old circular bed and TV and video is available. The shower
has also been refurbished but sometimes can be a bit on the hot side. A friendly maid (usually
Debbie herself) offers drinks before and after.

The Lady:

Lara is in her mid to late twenties, has a beautiful face, large brown eyes and long brunette hair
(tied up in a short ponytail today), a very natural welcoming smile and a friendly, relaxing manner.
Of medium height, she has a slim curvy figure, a trimmed “Brazillian” and great legs. She was
dressed in a black top and easily removed crotchless knickers through which you could feel her full,
soft and very wet pussy (quite a turn on!). Hold up stockings and very high heels completed the
picture. The reality is far better than the photos!

The Story:

This was my second visit and it followed the same pattern as before: Welcomed with a cuddle and
intense DFK, I went for my usual the House Special. Mutual undressing heightens the anticipation
before the shower and then there is nothing like slipping and sliding over one another while
intensely kissing and lathering each other in all the sexy spots. Lara is very sensual and loves to
have her neck and ears kissed, alternating with the DFK. Once back in the room, there was mutual
gentle drying and much touching and kissing before moving onto the bed. Lara responded fully to
being caressed and kissed all over, particularly on her nipples and between her breasts. My tongue
on her clit and full labia soon produced a succession of strong climaxes, to which she returned the
favour with a long, tantalising and very sensual OWO, using her tongue, lips and breasts to bring
me to full arousal. We finished with a satisfying mish in which we both came together and lay
breathless in a warm kissing and cuddling session. Some friendly conversation before a final kiss
goodbye. One of the most sensual, no rush GFE’s I‘ve ever had. Be gentle with this lady and you
will be fully rewarded!
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